The C1 closing lemma for endomorphisms with finitely many singularities is obtained by combining the C1 closing lemma for nonsingular endomorphisms together with a technique of L. S. Young.
Introduction
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary, and let F End (M) be the set of C1 maps of M with finitely many singularities, endowed with the C topology. In this paper we prove the following: Theorem A. Let f be a C1 map of M with finitely many singularities, and co be a nonwandering point of f. Then for any C neighborhood % of f in F End1 (M), there is a g £% such that co is a periodic point of g.
Recall that a point x is a singularity of / if Txf is not injective. A point x is nonwandering of / if for any neighborhood U of x in M, (fnU) n U is nonempty for some zz > 1, and periodic of / if /"x = x for some n > 1 . The proof of Theorem A is based on the C closing lemma of nonsingular endomorphisms [11] on the one hand, and a technique of L. S. Young [12] on the other.
Preliminaries
In this section we collect from [11] some definitions and theorems needed in this paper.
By a tree E7~ = (Q, f) we mean an infinite sequence of mutually disjoint nonempty finite sets Qo, Qi, ... , Qn, ... , where ßo consists of a single point q0 , together with a map /: Q -{q0} '-* Q, where Q = (J™=0 Qn , such that / maps Q" into Qn-\ for each zz = 1, 2, ... . An infinite sequence %, q\,... , q", ... is called an infinite branch of !T if f(qn) = qn-\ for each n -1,2,....
A finite sequence qo, q\, ... , qk is called a finite branch of &ĩ f f(qn) = <7n-i for each zz= 1,2,..., k, and if f~]{qk} is empty. A tree y = (Q, f) is called complete if / is onto. Clearly, £T is complete iff ET has only infinite branches. Occasionally, we may talk about finite trees and their branches. The definitions are obvious. Here we only mention that a finite tree is called complete if all its branches have the same number of terms. By a tree of isomorphisms we mean a collection of linear isomorphisms parametrized by a tree S". More precisely, this means that we associate to each q £ Q an w-dimensional inner product space Vq , and to each q £ q0 a linear isomorphism Tq : Vq -> Vqo.
The main result needed in this paper is the following e-kernel avoiding transition theorem of [11]: Theorem 2.1. Given a complete tree of isomorphisms (S?~, Tq) and e > 0. There is a number p > 2 and an integer p > 1 such that: For any finite ordered set P = {po, Pi, ... , pt} in Vqo, there is a point y £ P n (B(pt, p\p0 -pt\)) such that for any branch I, = {qo, q\, ... , q", ...} of ET, there is a point w £ P n(B(pt, p\Po -Pt\)), where w is before y in the order of P, together with p + 1 points Co, c\, ... , cp in B(pt, p\po -Pt\), not necessarily distinct, satisfying the following two conditions (a) and (b).
(a) c0 = w, cß=y, and (b) \T-\cn) -T-\cn+x)\ < ed(T-\cn+x), T-\A)) forn = 0,l,...,p-1, where Tqo stands for the identity, A = (P(w , y)) U (dB(p,, p\po -pt\)), P(w, y) = {p £ P\p is after w and before y), and d is the distance on Vqo. Q.E.D.
We also need the following two basic perturbation lemmas that deal with the e-kernel lifts and the local linearizations for C1 maps. where f~"{p} denotes the preimage (/")"'{p} . Given an integer p > 1, if U«=i f~"{p} contains no singularities of /, then / is a local diffeomorphism near each q £ (j^=x f~"{p} ■ Thus f~n{p} is finite for each zz = 1,2, ... , p, as M is compact. Assume further that all terms in U£=0/ ~"{p} are distinct. In this case we may find a neighborhood W of p in M, called a p-dynamical neighborhood of p, such that each connected component U of U^=0/~"(H/) is a neighborhood of a unique point q £ \J^=0f~"{p}, denoted as U = W(q) = Wf(q) and called the W-component at q , and that /" maps W(q) onto W whenever fn(q) -p, n = 1, 2, ... , p. Notice that Un=of~"{Pi f°rms m this case a finite tree, which may not be complete. In [11, Lemma 4.2] , where / was a nonsingular endomorphism, we did a local linearization along a set of the form \\ßn=o f ~n {p}, which was a finite complete tree. In the present paper, as noticed above, \Jn=of~"{P} *s sti^ a finite tree, but may not be complete. Although a local linearization can also be made along a finite noncomplete tree in general, for our purpose, we do a local linearization along a subset of it, which does form a finite complete tree. This is the following Lemma 2.3. Let f £ Cl(M), p £ M, and an integer p > 1 be given. Assume that all terms of (Jn=o f"{P} are distinct and are not singularities of f. Let Qó, Qi,..., Qß+\ be nonempty sets in M such that Qo -{p}, and that /(on) = ön-i for each n = 1,2, ... , p + I. Then for any n > 0, there is a k > 0, and a map f\ £ Cl(M), called a local linearization of f, with the following properties ( 1 ) -( 5 ).
Write W = {u £ TpM\\u\ < k}, V = {u £ TpM\\u\ < A/4}, W = expp(W>), V = expp(V>).
( 1 ) W is (p+l ydynamical for both f and f\, and the W-component for Roughly, /i near q £ \J"=X Q" is just Tqf module those exp, and f near q £ Q/i+i cancels out these linearizations. The following corollary is clear. Corollary 2.4. If x £ W, fkx £ W(q) for some q £ f~ß~x{p} , and if the orbit fx, f2x, ... , fk~lx never meets W(q) for all q £ \Jnt\(f~n{P} ~ Qn), then fkx = f\x.
Q.E.D.
Roughly, this is because whenever the orbit fx, f2x, ... , fk~lx meets the area of changes, they meet at a whole p + 1 successive iterates from some W(q), q £ Qn+\, to W(p). Thus those changes cancel out.
Proof of Theorem A
First we prove an easy lemma that is used in Case 1 of the proof of Theorem A. Let £l(f) and P(/) denote the sets of nonwandering points and periodic points of / respectively. Proof. First we remark that if p £ ii(/), and if f~l{p} contains no singularities of /, then f~x{p} n Q(/) is nonempty. Actually, since p is nonwandering, there is a sequence {xk} in M and a sequence of positive integers {nk} suchthat {xk} and {f"k(xk)} both converge to p. The set {f"k~{(xk)} has some limit point q since M is compact. Clearly, q £ /~'{p}.
Since q is not a singularity of /, / is a local diffeomorphism near q . It follows that q £ Q(f). This proves the remark. Now let Qn = f~"{o} n Q(f), n = 0, 1, 2, ... . It follows from the above remark that Q" is nonempty for each n > 0. It also follows that / maps Q" onto Qn-\ for each zz > 1. Now a is not periodic of /, hence all terms in Orb~(o-) are distinct. Therefore (Orb_(cr) n £î(/), /) forms a complete tree. Q.E.D. Now we prove Theorem A.
Proof of Theorem A. Let U be a small neighborhood of co in M. It suffices to find a g £ í¿, such that g has a periodic point in U, since another perturbation allows us to push this periodic point onto co (see [2, 5] ). We assume that co is not periodic already of /, and divide the proof into two cases. Case 1. There is a a £ Orb~(eu)nQ(/) such that Orb-(a) does not contain singularities of /.
Assume that fs(a) = co. Let N be a neighborhood of a such that fs(N) c U. Since co is nonperiodic of /, so is a . Then by Lemma 3.1, (Orb-(er) D (/) > /) forms a complete tree. The proof in Case 1 is very much similar to the proof of Theorem B of [11] . The difference is that Orb-(a) this time is just a tree that may not be complete. For explicitly we write down the proof in all details as follows. is contained in V. Let P = {p, fp, ... , fVp}r\V . Say, P = {po, Pi, ... , Pi} . Note that p0 = p, pt = /«"p . Hence B(pt, pd'(p0, pt) ; d') c V . Let P' = exp-'(P), p\ = exp" >(/>,■). Then P' = {p'0,p'x,...,p't}.
By Theorem 2.1, there is a point y' £ P'nB(p't, p\p0-PÍ\) sucn mat f°r anY branch Z = {q0, qi, ... , qn, ■■■} of Orb~~(er)nQ(/), there is a point tu'(Z) e P' n ¿(p,', p|p0 -p¡\), where tzj'(l) is before y' in P', together with p
, not necessarily distinct, satisfying the following two conditions (a) and (b). for zz = 0, l,2,...,p-l, where A = (P'(w'(I.), y')) U dB(p[, p\p'0 -p¡\), and P'(w'(I.), y') = {p £ P'\p is before y' and after w'ÇL)}.
Then w(L) and y are both in P. Hence there is an integer 0(1) > 1 such that /^(Z)(u;(S)) = y.
Note that the orbit f(wÇL)), f2(w(l)), ... , f<t>W(w(I.)) never meets W(q) for q £ \Jnt\f~"{a} ~ Q(/) since, for those q, W(q) is wandering (i.e. fk(W(q)) n W(q) = 0 for any k > 1). Thus it must meet a ^(i?) for some q £ f~ß~l{o}C\Q(f),since Orb~(a) nß(/) is a complete tree. Hence tj>(l) > p+l. Let z(X) = /^I)-''-1(tzz(X)).
It is ready to see that z(Z) actually does not depend on X, since w(L) and y are both in P, and /^Z)(ií;(S)) = v , and since p and y do not depend on X. Thus we simply write z = /*(2)-/«-i(w(¿)) for any branch X. Clearly, /^+1(z) = y .
Since y £ V, there is a unique point ct^+i , here aß+\ is in f~li~x{o}\~\Q.(f) as just noticed above, such that z£ V(aß+i).
Let T be any branch of Orb^(a) n Cl(f) that contains cr^+i . Say T = {o"o, 0\, ... , on , ...}.
Let w', together with c'0, c'x, ... , c'^, be guaranteed by Theorem 2.1 respecting T, and let tp > p + 1 be the integer such that ft>(w) = y , where w = expa(w'). Note that w £ N. Then q £ FEnd'(Af) and d\(g, f) < n/2. Hence d\(g,f)<r¡.
We now verify that w is periodic of g. It suffices to verify that g* f x(w) = z and gfi+x(z) = w . By the condition (b) above, the g orbit from w to z never touches the supports of these lifts. Then g^'~ll~l(w) = f\~~ß~l(w). But f\~ll~x(w) = /*-"-»(to) by Corollary 2.4. Therefore, g4'-^-x(w) = ft'-'l-x(w) = z.
It remains to verify that gß+x(z) -w . By the condition (3) First we note that there is an zz0 > 1 such that f~"{co} does not contain singularities of / for n > zzo. This is because otherwise there would be a singularity p of f and two integers I <n\ <n2 such that because / has only finitely many singularities. Then /*-««(») = /"(/"'(p)) = Z"2(/z) = », contradicting that co is not periodic of /. Thus by the assumption of Case 2, there is a zc > 1 , such that (f~k{co}) n (£2(/)) = 0 but (/-fc+1{w}) n (Q(/)) / 0. Then we can take a q £ (f-k+x{co})nCl(f) suchthat (f~x{q})f)Q(f) = 0 . We now adopt a technique of [1.2] to handle this case. Also see [9] for this technique.
Because q is nonwandering of /, there is a sequence of points X\, x2, ... , x¡,... in M that converges to q, and a sequence of positive integers 1 < j\ < h < ••• < Ji < ••• such that the sequence /-"(x,-) also converges to q . Let p be a limit point of the sequence fjl-Hxih fh-l(x2), ..., fj'-l(Xi),.... Take a neighborhood ^ of fJ(q) for each j = 0, I, ... , k -2, such that F0) Vi, ..., Vk_2 are all disjoint from B, that f(Vj) c Vj+i for 7 = 0, 1, ... , k -3, and that f(Vk_2) c «7 . Arbitrarily near p and # , there are two points /J'_1(x,) and x, for large ¿. Hence there is a C1 small perturbation g of / (here g is f composed with a lift. This lift can be even C°° close to the identity), supported on B, that takes fJ'~x(x¡) onto x,. Note that the g-orbit from x, to gji~x(Xi) are the same as the /-orbit from x, to fJi~x(x¡) since the latter intersects B only at the last point fji~x(x¡) by the way of choosing B. Hence x, is periodic of g . Since / = g on V ,V\, ... , Vk_2 , it follows that gk~x(Xj) = fk~x(Xi) £ U. Hence g has a periodic point gk~x(x¡) in U . This proves Theorem A for Case 2, and hence proves the whole Theorem A. Q.E.D.
